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Commentary  
 

These Regulations are proposed to be made by the UK Government pursuant to 

sections 8, 14(1) of, and paragraph 1, Schedule 4 of the European Union 

(Withdrawal) Act 2018. 

 

These Regulations correct deficiencies in retained EU law relating to the relating 

to the registration, evaluation, authorisation and restriction of chemicals, known 

as ‘REACH’. The instrument also ensures that EU legislation will operate 

effectively in the domestic context after the UK leaves the EU and the creation of a 

UK regulatory system for chemicals (similar to the current EU ‘REACH’ regime)  by 

making amendments to European directly applicable instruments and also to 

domestic, secondary legislation. These Regulations also make transitional 

provisions to minimise the disruption to existing supply chains.  



The REACH regime covers both devolved and reserved matters, as it is has been 

designed to protect the health and safety of workers (a reserved matter in Wales) 

as well as public health and the environment (which are devolved). 

 

Legal Advisers agree with the statement laid by the Welsh Government dated 11 

January 2019 regarding the effect of these Regulations. 

 

The above summary and the content of the Explanatory Memorandum to these 

Regulations confirm their effect. 

 

Legal Advisers do not consider that any significant issues arise under paragraph 8 

of the Memorandum on the European Union (Withdrawal) Bill and the 

Establishment of Common Frameworks in relation to these Regulations. 

 

Legal Advisers have not identified any legal reason to seek a consent motion 

under Standing Order 30A.10 in relation to these Regulations. 

 
 


